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Background
• Area: 280 sq mi (730 sq km)
• Population: 5.5m
• Density: 21,500 people/sq mi
• Hot and humid climate
• Independence: 1965
• No natural resources and 

hinterland
• Multi-religious and multicultural



Land use beyond 2030
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Sustainability

“Meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs.”

1987 United Nations Brundtland Commission

Housing Transportation Food Power Industry



Sustainability in Singapore

• Leaner – doing more with less

• Stronger – building resilience

• Kinder – co-creating and co-
delivering sustainable solutions



Leaner – doing more with less, using resources more sustainably

• Closing the water loop
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• Industrial symbiosis
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Stronger – building resilience

• Climate mitigation

Power: Solar energy 
deployment; 

switch fuel mix

Households:
• Energy Performance standards for 

air-conditioners and refrigerators
• Combating urban heat island 

effect

Industry: 
Carbon tax on 
major emitters

Buildings: Green Mark 
certification

Transportation: 
• Phase out ICE vehicles by 2040; 
• Deploy 60,000 electric charging points by 

2030; 
• Freeze growth rate of commercial vehicles
• Greater share of walk-cycle-ride modes of 

transport

Industry: Improve 
energy efficiency
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Three food baskets



Stronger – building resilience

• Climate mitigation
• Climate adaptation
• Climate negotiations
• Enhancing food security
• Ensuring a clean, affordable, and reliable energy future



Kinder – creating an inclusive and caring society

• Bridging the digital divide



Kinder – creating an inclusive and caring society

• Bridging the digital divide

• Enhancing social services



Singapore Green Plan 2030
• A national sustainability movement, with concrete sectoral plans and 

targets over the next ten years that will position Singapore to achieve 
net zero emissions as soon as viable 

City in Nature

Sustainable 
Living

Green Economy

Resilient Future Energy Reset



Singapore Green Plan 2030

City in Nature

Sustainable LivingGreen Economy

Resilient Future Energy Reset
• Set aside 50% more land – around 

200 hectares – for nature parks
• Plant 1 million more trees
• Every household within 10-min walk 

from a park

• Increase solar energy deployment by 
five-fold to 2GWp by 2030

• Green 80% of all buildings over the 
next decade

• Embrace EVs

• Leading centre for Green Finance
• Carbon services hub
• R&D for new sustainability solutions

• Moderate the rise in urban heat 
through planning, use of cool paint

• Meet 30% of our nutritional needs 
locally by 2030

• Turn incinerated waste into NEWSand for construction, 
and reduce waste to landfill by 30%

• Expand cycling network from 460km to 1320km
• 75% of trips using public transport from 64%



Key takeaways
• Cities are home to more than 50% of the world’s population. By 2050, there will be 

2.5 billion new urban dwellers. 
• Carbon will increasingly be a constraint.
• Resilience is about future proofing ourselves against external shocks.
• Leaner, stronger, kinder. 
• Sustainability will need to be a way of life. 



Flagship sustainability events

• 10th edition of the biennial SIWW to
be held from 17 to 21 April 2022

• Platform to share and co-create
innovative water solutions

• 8th edition of the biennial WCS to be
held from 31 July to 3 August 2022

• Platform to share innovative solution
and forge partnerships to make cities
more liveable, sustainable and resilient

• 5th edition of the biennial CESG to
be held from 17 to 21 April 2022

• Platform to identify, develop and
share practical, replicable and
scalable solutions to address
environmental challenges



Thank you!


